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Long-term Development

Transition from high-fertility low-growth (Malthusian) to
low-fertility high-growth (Modern) regime

� Unified growth theory: Galor and Moav, 2002; Doepke &
Zilibotti, 2008; Galor & Michalapoulos, 2012; Galor & Özak,
2014

� Population groups with “desirable” traits (desire for human
capital, risk neutrality, patience) proliferate at a higher rate in
Malthusian times because of economic advantage ! traits
transmitted to o↵spring ! spreads in the population ! tips
economy towards MEG

England’s transition
� Late 1700s – early 1900s, about 8-9 generations
� Pre-transition fertility: 1.93 for richest tercile, 1.27 for

poorest (Clark & Cummins, 2014)
� Started changing same time as growth took o↵
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The Clark Hypothesis: Farewell to Alms

“Survival of the richest”
Poor had fewer children, rich more, children of the rich forced
down the social scale.
Virtues of the rich went with them through their genes
(cultural transmission?)
Percolating virtues made industrialization possible

Interest rates fell from 6-10% during 1150-1800 to less than
2-3%

R ⌘ 1 + r = (1 + g)/�
Evidence that the population became more “patient”

English exceptionalism
Same mechanism did not operate elsewhere since rich and
poor had similar net fertility.
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Rate of Return (Clark, 2008)

had fallen from these medieval levels in Genoa, the Netherlands, Germany,
and Flanders.4

All societies before 1400 for which we have sufficient evidence to calculate
interest rates show high rates by modern standards.5 In ancient Greece loans
secured by real estate generated returns of close to 10 percent on average all the
way from the fifth century to the second century BC. The temple of Delos,
which received a steady inflow of funds in offerings, invested them at a stan-
dard 10 percent mortgage rate throughout this period.6 Land in Roman Egypt
in the first three centuries AD produced a typical return of 9–10 percent.
Loans secured by land typically earned an even higher return of 12 percent.7

T H E  E M E R G E N C E  O F  M O D E R N  M A N 169

4. De Wever, 1978; Clark, 1988; Cipolla, 1993, 216–17; de Vries and van der Woude, 1997,
113–29.

5. Hudson, 2000.
6. Compound interest was not charged, so since some of the loans ran for a number of

years the actual rate charged was somewhat lower than 10 percent. See Larsen, 1938, 368–79.
7. Calculated from the ratio of rents to land sale prices given in Johnson, 1936, 83–173,

using wheat prices from Duncan-Jones, 1990, 146.

Figure 9.1 Return on land and on rent charges by decade in England, 1170–2003. For the years
before 1350 the land returns are the moving average of three decades because in these early years
this measure is noisy.
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Model

Intergenerational model with aspirations (status seeking)

People are either aspirational or not
Some aspirational genetically, some culturally
Some by choice (indirect family influence, luck)

Fertility with quantity-quality tradeo↵

Rich and poor fertility di↵er, change over time

Genetics/culture: p ⌘ pg + (1� pg )pc

Behavioral genetics says p  0.5, economics says p  0.34
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Genetic & Cultural Transmission

pg 1-pg

pc 1-pc

Aspirational Parent

Aspirational

Aspirational Choice
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Decision Problem of Näıve Households

It 2 {0, 1}, ↵t = z̄t/z it , ✏ ⇠ LN

Ut = ln(c1t)+� ln(c2t+1)+�[✓ ln(nt)+(1�✓) ln(bt+1)]�It� ln↵t

subject to

c1t + zt + �nt = (1� ⌧nt)✏twt + at

c2t+1 + ntbt+1 = Rt+1zt

BGP interest factor under exogenous fertility

R =
1 + g

� + (1�  )�

Aspirations works similarly to patience, “pro-capitalist”
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Decisions

For näıve adults, choice of It depends on {✏, at}

at � �z̄t � ✏twt .

Children from wealthier households and “especially lucky”
children from poorer households choose to be so.

Aspirational households have higher saving & bequest
propensity, lower fertility propensity, given {✏, a}
Productivity dispersion needed to generate sizable fertility
dispersion between highest and lowest terciles
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Technologies

Malthusian production
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Dynamics

Start with initial distribution of a0 and share of
non-aspirational households  0

Initially capital intensity low, only Malthusian technology in
use

Rich have more children than poor, more likely to be
aspirational

Rising 1�  ) faster capital accumulation ) convergence
growth

At some T > 0, modern technology becomes productive
enough: labor and capital start moving to it

Faster wage growth, reduction in interest rate: triggers
fertility transition
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Transition

Fertility
Starts falling as at > �/⌧ and R #, first for rich, then for poor

When w increases
Substitution e↵ect: Lower n
Income e↵ect: Higher n
Wealth e↵ect: Higher n
When a > �/⌧ , total income e↵ect dominates, n falls

Intertemporal interest rate e↵ect:
R falls as the economy switches to modern technology, lowers
bequest
Lower n from wealth e↵ect
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Simulated Transition
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Simulated Transition
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Fertility Di↵erential

Malthus to modernity: wealth, status, and fertility in England
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Fig. 8 Net fertility differences, top minus bottom tercile, 1500–1879. Source is Table 5. Source: Testator
database

Table 5 Net fertility of the top versus the bottom tercile

Marriage period Number Tercile 3 estimate Standard error

1500–1519 218 0.766a 0.181
1520–1539 141 0.731a 0.151
1540–1559 280 0.458a 0.097
1560–1579 500 0.594a 0.069
1580–1599 745 0.433a 0.055
1600–1619 742 0.437a 0.057
1620–1639 330 0.231a 0.085
1640–1659 290 0.386a 0.093
1660–1679 239 0.412a 0.101
1680–1699 280 0.308a 0.097
1700–1719 349 0.324a 0.087
1720–1739 393 0.432a 0.081
1740–1759 352 0.380a 0.090
1760–1779 360 0.171b 0.081
1780–1799 453 0.071b 0.069
1800–1819 421 −0.014b 0.075
1820–1839 391 −0.031b 0.079
1840–1859 384 0.053b 0.078
1860–1879 180 0.080b 0.122

Because the numbers of surviving children are a count variable, the regression was estimated as a negative
binomial. The estimated coefficients thus have to be exponentiated to get the fertility levels by asset class.
The numbers shown are the number of men in each period in the top and bottom terciles of wealth

Source: Testator database
a
Statistically significant at the 1 % level

b
Statistically significant at the 5 % level

Figure: Clark & Cummins (2014)
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Preliminary Results

Transmission of pro-capitalist traits can account for some
features of the English fertility transition, 2/3 of the
Malthusian fertility gap.

Counterfactual 1 : What if p = 0?
Choice by itself explains much of the transition )
genes/culture less important.

Counterfactual 2 : What if p = 1?
Again little di↵erence to transition. But no one aspirational,
rich have higher fertility in the long run.

Conclusion
Little about the English success and fertility pattern is due to
genetics, much due to conventional economic advantage from
intergenerational wealth transmission
None of this assumes the rich started out so only because of
better genetic endowments
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Going Forward

Better distinction between genetic and cultural transmission
Dominant (non-aspirational) vs recessive (aspirational) genes
Genetic versus non-genetic aspirations background
Culture: socialization at home vs outside

Better calibration of Malthusian production
Directly target long-run interest rates using �, � and  0

Counterfactual 3
If pre-industrial fertility gap were lower, how much would it
postpone IR?
Historical fertility gap in other countries?

Problems: Timing of the transition by wealth tercile, why
were interest rates so high?
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